
Through the development of skills such as verbal and visual storytelling,
problem solving, original thinking, and hand-eye coordination, bookmaking
promotes literacy, creativity, self-expression, and self-esteem. As a medium
and a message, bookmaking encourages the development of the voice, the
ability to articulate it, and the means to make it heard.

Booklyn’s education program aims to provide the basic background, skills, and 
techniques for learners of all ages to express their ideas and manufacture their 
own media, while creating a space for the mutual exchange of information 
and experiences.

You love books and so do we.
Books are being made everywhere. You are possibly already making books, in
your classrooms or homes, in your community spaces or afterschool programs.
We make books too. We make books to make change. We make books to have
fun. We make books to make our voices heard. We have collected our book-
making experiences and ideas in this evolving education manual. The manual
is a combination of instruction sheets, lesson plans, and resources to introduce
you to bookmaking or to complement the bookmaking you already do.

Reading a 
book educates.
Making a book is 
an education.
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The lesson plans give you book content ideas,
material lists, and step-by-step instructions.

You can mix and match.
Pick a binding style
Pick a topic 
Design your own lesson plan

Send Booklyn your lesson plans for 
the next education manual.

Take this manual apart and photocopy it.

Find ideas for free or inexpensive supplies.

Reference Book Body Parts and 
the Visual Glossary of Terms and Tools.

Check out the did you know... throughout the manual.

How Can 
I Use 
This Manual?
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Book Body 
Parts

fore-edge 
outermost edge 
of the book,
parallel to the spine

spine
back edge of 
the book or 
the sewn edge

tail
bottom edge 
of the book

text block
the book interior.
the pages of the 
book when sewn 
together; does not
include/refer 
to covers.

head
top edge
of the book

gutter
the space 
surrounding the 
inside fold(s)
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Folding Down—
How Paper 
Becomes a Book

sewing station
Holes that you sew
through when binding 
a multiple section/
signature book

section or signature
2 or more folios placed
one inside of the other

grain
The direction in which 
paper fibers line up.
The fold is easier/natural
along the grain.

folio
1 sheet folded 1 time 
to create 2 sections or 
4 pages

quarto
1 sheet folded 2 times 
to create 4 sections and
when folds are cut 
creates 8 pages

octavo
1 sheet folded 3 times 
to create 8 sections and 
when folds are cut 
creates 16 pages
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signature

signature
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Visual Glossary
of Terms 
and Tools

awl
pointed tool used 
to punch holes that
you sew through
(sewing stations) 
to bind a book
beeswax
applied to thread to
ease it through
sewing stations and
reduce knotting
binding needles
get the ones with a
big eye or head...all
the easier to thread.
bone folder
a tool used for fold-
ing paper. makes a
clean, crisp fold

cutting mat
a mat for cutting
with knives. made
of spiffy material
that reduces dam-
age made by the
knife
pva
polyvinylacetate.
non-acidic adhesive
used in binding
because it remains
flexible. aka: glue
tapes
thin strips of woven
cotton (or other
material) used in
binding/ sewing 
a book.

x-acto knife
the brand name for
a very sharp blade
used to cut paper or
other materials
collage
an artmaking tech-
nique incorporating
multiple mediums,
materials, and/or
images to create a
new image 
edition
the amount of mul-
tiples produced. an
edition of 10 books =
10 books that are
the same.

one-of-a-kind-book
a single object.
only one—get it 
while it’s hot.
linen thread
long lasting 
thread used by
bookbinders.
brush
used to spread glue
onto paper, such as
attaching a text
block to a cover
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did you know... Books can be made with many papers and fancy tools or with a single piece of paper.

 


